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INTRODUCTION

T3001 is an advanced control system for central heating systems. It ensures a high level of comfort
with a minimum consumption of fuel. This is achieved by providing the right amount of heat depending
on the outdoor temperature, by scheduling the heating in accordance with your life style and by
innovative functions such as optimum start.

T3001 additionally provides a number of advanced functions to protect your heating system and
increase comfort.

BASIC OPERATION

Operating the T3001 is straightforward, efficient and user-friendly. Self-explanatory menu headings
will guide you through the basic functions.

Display
The T3001 can display two lines of alphanumeric text with 16 characters per line.

When the keypad is being used, the display will automatically illuminate for better visibility. If no key is
pressed for a while, the backlight will turn off.

Keypad
In addition to numerical keys, the keypad includes four navigation keys (right, left, up, down) and two
command keys :

Key Function

0 ...... 9 Numerical keys. Use to select menus and change
settings.

Moves the cursor one character to the left.

Moves the cursor one character to the right.

Moves the cursor or screen up by one line

Moves the cursor or screen down by one line

ACCEPT command key.

BACK command key. Displays the previous menu.
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Cursor
Whenever a value that you can change is displayed, one of the digits on the screen will be flashing.
This is the cursor.

By pressing any numerical key, you can change the flashing digit. Or, you can press one of the four
navigation keys (left, right, up,down) to move the cursor to the digit you want to change.

Top Screen
Normally the display will show the current date, time and the current operating mode:

02/08/1997 18:48
Full Automatic

This is the top screen. The controller will automatically return to this basic display automatically if no
key is pressed for some time. You can always go back to this top screen by pressing the  key
repetitively.

Main Menu
T3001 will guide you to the function that you require by displaying a number of choices and waiting for
you to select one. The choices are organized in “menus” for logical and easy access.

Pressing the  key will take you from the top screen to the main menu:

The main menu consists of six items but only
two lines will be visible.

You can scroll through the other items using
the  and  keys.

Press a numeric key to select the corresponding menu item. A submenu will be displayed and you can
continue similarly until you reach the function or setting that you require.

1.Schedules
2.Settings
3.Status
4.Operating Mode
5.Set Date/Time
6.System
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Menu Structure
The basic menu structure is shown below for reference. Each branch is explained in detail in the
following pages.

Comfort   = 20°C
Economy   = 16°C
DHW       = 50°C
Sum/Win   = 17°C

Day  Begin  End
1-5  07:00 09:00
1-5  17:30 22:00
6-7  08:30 23:45
---  --:-- --:--

1.Schedules
2.Settings
3.Status
4.Operating Mode
5.Set Date/Time
6.System

1.ComfortPeriods
2.DomesticHotWtr
3.Aux.Output

1.Temperatures
2.Outputs
3.Calc. Values
4.Special Func.

Outdoor   = 00.0
MixedFlow = 00.0
Boiler    = 00.0
Return    = 00.0
DHW       = 00.0
Room      = 00.0

Valve   =  84% +
Burner  =      2
Heating Pump= ON
DHW Output  =OFF
Bypass Pump =OFF
Aux. Output =OFF

Season   =Winter
MixedFlow=60.2°C
Boiler   =75.2°C
Burner1=65427hrs
Burner2=15545hrs

Soft Start  = No
PreHeating  = No
Pipe Frost  = No
Room Frost  = No
TempHotWater= No
Disinfection= No
Exercise    = No
Valve Sychr.= No

02/08/1997 18:48
Full Automatic
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SCHEDULES

T3001 provides three independently adjustable time schedules:

Comfort Periods This schedule defines the periods that the building will be
heated to comfort temperatures. Outside the defined hours,
heating will be turned down to maintain a reduced economy
temperature.

Domestic Hot Water This schedule is used to determine when domestic hot water
will be provided. Outside the defined hours, the domestic hot
water heating is off.

Auxillary Output If an auxillary load is connected to an unused output of the
T3001, use this schedule to adjust periods when the auxillary
load will be switched on.

Penetration Path
You reach the schedules menu following the below path from the top screen.

When the schedules menu is displayed, press a numerical key (1-3) to view the corresponding time
schedule.

Adjusting
When you select one of the three schedules, the T3001 will display the defined program for that
schedule. A typical display could be:

Display

Day  Begin  End
1-5  07:00 09:00
1-5  17:30 22:00
6-7  08:30 23:45
.-.  ..:.. ..:..

Explanation
Title Line
Monday to Friday, from 7 AM to 9 AM
Monday to Friday, from 5:30 PM to 11:45 PM
Saturday and Sunday, from 8:30 AM to 11:45 PM
Empty template to enter new line

You can change the programmed times by moving the cursor over any digit and typing in a new value.
You can add additional lines (upto eight) using the empty template at the bottom line.

To delete a line, simply type “0-0” for days.

When you are finished, press the  key to go back to the schedules menu.

Important
T3001 has a preheat function that turns the heating up a while before the comfort period. It calculates
a different preheat period everyday based on the room temperature or outdoor temperature.
Therefore, the comfort schedule should be set to reflect the actual periods that comfort levels are
required.

1.Schedules
2.Settings

1.ComfortPeriods
2.DomesticHotWtr
3.Aux.Output

02/08/1997 18:48
Full Automatic

1 Schedules
Menu

Main Menu

Top Screen
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Settings

The settings menu allows you to adjust four basic settings:

Comfort Setting Desired room temperature during comfort (day)
periods.

Economy Setting Desired room temperature during economy (night)
periods. If you set the economy setting to 0 °C, the
heating will be turned off completely outside of
comfort periods.

DHW Setting Desired domestic hot water temperature.

Summer/Winter Changeover Outdoor temperature above which the heating will
be shut down (Summer operation)

Penetration Path
You reach the settings menu following the below path from the top screen.

Adjusting
The cursor will be visible when you reach the settings menu. Move the cursor over any digit and type
in a new value

Remarks
• Economy setting should be lower than comfort setting to conserve energy.

• If you set the economy setting to 0 °C, the heating will be turned off completely outside of comfort
periods.

• Setting the DHW temperature too high can lead the DHW demand never being satisfied. In this
case, the heating circuit will operate at lower temperatures and comfort levels may not be
achieved. Recommended setting is 50 °C.

• Automatic summer/winter changeover is executed based on an averaged outdoor temperature.
Therefore the heating will be shutdown only if the outdoor temperature continues to remain above
the changeover setpoint.

• Summer-to-winter changeover will occur at a higher temperature than winter-to-summer
changeover.

1.Schedules
2.Settings

Comfort   = 20°C
Economy   = 16°C
DHW       = 50°C
Sum/Win   = 17°C

02/08/1997 18:48
Full Automatic

2

Main Menu

Top Screen

Settings
Menu
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STATUS

The status menu allows you to view current values related to the operation of your heating system.
This menu is for information only, you cannot make any adjustments. The information in the status
menu is organized under four headings as shown below.

Penetration Path
You reach the status menu following the below path from the top screen.

2.Settings
3.Status

1.Temperatures
2.Outputs
3.Calc.Values
4.Special Func.

Outdoor   = 00.0
MixedFlow = 00.0
Boiler    = 00.0
Return    = 00.0
DHW       = 00.0
Room      = 00.0

Valve Pos= 84% +
Burner Stage = 2
Heating Pump= ON
DHW Output  =OFF
Bypass Pump =OFF
Aux. Output =OFF

Season   =Winter
MixedFlow=60.2°C
Boiler   =75.2°C
Burner1=65427hrs
Burner2=15545hrs

Soft Start  = No
PreHeating  = No
Pipe Frost  = No
Room Frost  = No
TempHotWater= No
Disinfection= No
Exercise    = No
Valve Sychr.= No

1

2

3

4

02/08/1997 18:48
Full Automatic
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Main Menu

Top Screen

Sta tus  Menu
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Temperatures
Allows you to view actual measured temperature values for all inputs.

Unconnected inputs display as “---“. A sensor fault displays as “Fault”. This could be due to a
sensor failure or a problem with the wiring (open or short circuit).

Outputs
Displays actual status of controller outputs.

The valve position is displayed as a percentage. On the same line, a symbol indicates current valve
action (+ = opening, - = closing, o = stationary).

Calculated Values
The first line displays the automatically selected summer or winter operation status.

The next two lines display the calculated setpoints for mixed flow and boiler. If your system does not
have a mixing valve, both values will be the same. You can compare these calculated setpoints with
the actual measured values to evaluate system performance.

Also displayed are the total run times for both stages of burner.

Special Functions
Displays current status of special functions that may be active for limited periods of time. If a function
is currently active, YES is displayed, otherwise NO is displayed. The special functions are described
below:

Soft Start At the beginning of the preheat or comfort period, the flow
temperature is restricted to a maximum of 50°C for radiator systems
(30°C for underfloor heating systems) for a period of 15 minutes.

Preheating T3001 will switch the heating on at maximum temperature a while
prior to the comfort period to boost the room temperature. If a room
temperature sensor is installed, T3001 will monitor the room
temperature and make changes to improve the accuracy of future
preheat time calculations (optimum start function).

Pipe Frost
Protection

If the T3001 senses a dangerously low pipe temperature, it will turn
on the pumps and heating to prevent damage due to freezing.

Room Frost
Protection

Similarly, if the T3001 senses a dangerously low room temperature, it
will turn on the heating at maximum temperature to prevent damages.

Temporary
Hot Water

When you use the Operating Mode menu to request unscheduled
DHW heating, this function will be active for two hours or until DHW
is heated to its setpoint.

Disinfection Every Monday at 01:00, the domestic hot water will be heated to a
higher temperature for a period of 2 hours to kill germs and bacteria
that might develop in the system.

Pump and Valve
Exercise

To prevent the valve and pumps from sticking and jamming due to
prolonged periods of inactivity, they are operated briefly every Friday
at 12:00 during Summer.

Valve Sychronization Everynight at 01:00 and also after power failure, the valve is driven to
the fully closed position for syncronization purposes.
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OPERATING MODE

This menu allows you to change the current operating mode. "Full Automatic" is the normal operating
mode where the boiler, mixing valve and pumps are operated automatically. You can also select one
of the below operating modes.

Comfort Always If  this operating mode is selected, the comfort periods time schedule
is disabled. The heating circuit will always operate with the comfort
setting.

Economy Always In this case, the comfort periods time schedule is again disabled and
the heating circuit will always operate with the economy setting.

DHW only The heating circuit is shut down (mixing valve closed and the heating
pump switched off) but domestic hot water is available as
programmed.

DHW Temporary This mode is used to provide domestic hot water outside of
programmed hours. When this mode is selected, the DHW will be
heated once to its setpoint. When the DHW setpoint is reached (or
after a maximum of two hours), the system will revert to its previous
operating mode automatically.

Holiday This mode is used to shut down the heating system for a period.
When this mode is selected, T3001 will prompt the user to enter the
date of the end of the holiday period:

End of holiday?
09/08/1997

The system will shut down immediately, but will start automatically on
the entered date.

Shut Down When this mode is selected, all pumps and the boiler will be switched
off and mixing valve will be closed. Frost protection is still active and
the pumps and the boiler can start automatically if necessary.

Manual All outputs are switched on and the valve is fully open. Control is only
possible manually through the boiler thermostat.

Penetration Path
You reach the operating mode menu following the below path from the top screen.

Adjusting
Use the  and  keys to toggle through the operating mode options. Press  key to accept the
operating mode displayed and exit this menu. Press the  key to exit without changing the operating
mode.

3.Status
4.Operating Mode

Operating Mode:
Full Automatic

02/08/1997 18:48
Full Automatic

4

Top Screen

Opera ting
Mode Menu

Main Menu
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SET DATE/TIME

This menu allows you to set the current date and time.

Penetration Path
You reach this menu following the below path from the top screen.

Adjusting
The cursor will be visible when you reach this menu. Move the cursor over any digit and type in a new
value. T3001 will calculate and display the day of week automatically; you can not change it.

Remarks
T3001 executes the time change for summer/winter time (daylight savings time) automatically. You do
not need to reset the time setting in spring or fall.

SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

This menu is provided for the service technician to enable adjustments to some advanced parameters.
It is password protected and should not be used.

PHONE LINE CONNECTION OPTIONS

Remote Start/Stop
The optional P101 phone interface allows you to remotely start or shut down your heating system
using any standard DTMF phone including GSM phones..

You simply dial your number and the P101 will answer the phone. You punch your security code
followed by a digit to start or shut down your heating system.

P101 also allows you to change your security code and the number of rings before it will answer the
phone. Deatiled instructions are included in the P101 manual.

Remote Control by Modem
Installation of a standard modem allows you to connect to the T3001 using a standard Windows 95
PC and the TeleServ software.

This software provides a representation of the T3001 display and keypad on your PC screen. You can
access all menus, change settings and time schedules. This connection can also be used by your
service company to remotely diagnose your system in case of a problem.

4.Operating Mode
5.Set Date/Time

02/08/1997 18:48
Wednesday

02/08/1997 18:48
Full Automatic

5

Top Screen

Set Date /
Time Menu
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Supply Voltage....................... 230Vac + 10% - 20%
Nominal Frequency ............... 50 Hz
Power Consumption ............. 16 VA
Memory Reserve .................... Unlimited (non-volatile memory)
Outputs ................................... 6 Relays, 2A, 230 Vac

Terminals................................ Plug-in screw type (screwdriver included)
Terminal Compartment ......... For cables upto 1.5 mm2 stranded

Sensor Type ........................... Type Pt1000 PTC (1000 Ohm at 0 °C)
Measurement Range ............. -40...+120 °C
Measurement Accuracy ........ ± 1 degree

Ambient Temperature ........... 0...50 °C
Humidity ................................. 0%...90% Rh non-condensing

Unit dimensions (w x h x d).. 144 x 96 x 140 mm
Mounting................................. Standard 35 mm rail or panel mounting
Panel Cut-out ......................... 138 x 92 mm

Display .................................... 2 lines, 16 characters, with backlighting
Keypad.................................... Membrane type, 16 keys


